Customer Feedback
Safety Matters
Our revolutionary new Turf Cushion® underlay
achieves a 20% improvement in safety performance
as measured by GMAX and HIC readings.
We are drop height tested up to 12 feet for our 2”
product and up to 9 feet for our 1.5” product as
part of a complete turf installation. This is a signiﬁcant competitive advantage when proposing your
installation to potential owners and managers who
are concerned with child safety.

The Turf Cushion® pad is great! It is ﬁrm but is shock
absorbent. It comes in pieces that are easy to ship and
install. We have sold this to our customers that are
installing our turf in playground areas and they love it.
We use the Turf Cushion® 2" pad for our Impact
Attenuation tests for our turf when sending it for
testing. With our Platinum HeatMaxx 90 ounce
product we passed with a drop height of 12.0 feet,
with an average GMAX of 123 and HIC of 977. We
highly recommend this product with our turf.

A groundbreaking new synthetic
turf underlay that is a game changer
for playgrounds and other active
turf installations.

— LYNN BOWEN | GO GREEN TURF —

Turf Cushion® has been shown to compliment our
product lineup by oﬀering exceptional shock attenuation solutions. The ease of installation of the product
saves time, and eﬀort on the jobsite.
— JEFF GRAUMLICH | STR/ASTROTURF —

We have tried numerous brands of padding and this
product is by far the best. The padding is actually ﬂat
which is important with turf, it maintains its fall height
and is the easiest product we have installed. If you're
looking for something that is durable and speeds up an
installation method with achieving better results, this
is the product you need!
— KAITLYN LORD | SYNLAWN CHESAPEAKE BAY —
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 FAST AND EASY INSTALLATIONS
 SUSTAINABLE, RENEWABLE
& 100% RECYCLABLE

 GREATER PROFITS
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Improved Profitability
When you look at the complete picture,
Turf Cushion® can also be a game changer
for your profitability.
The need for only one lightweight layer to obtain
industry leading safety performance, the ease of
cutting and shaping and the reduced clean-up all
support a more eﬃcient and easier installation
process. This allows you to save time, and also get
new crew members up to speed quickly. And the turf
cushion story is compelling for managers and owners
of playgrounds and active artiﬁcial turf areas. This
translates to more sales and satisﬁed customers.

Fast and Easy Installations

A Sustainable Solution

Crews using our Turf Cushion® underlay report
up to a 25% reduction in installation time.

Turf Cushion® is composed of recycled polyethylene
and Eco Raw®, a sustainably-produced sugar cane
polyethylene and qualifies for HRC status.

Our lightweight 4’ x 5’ sections can be easily carried by
all crew members. Only one 2” section is required to
achieve HIC/GMAX drop height readings up to 12 feet.
This means no stacking is required to achieve industry
leading performance and this can reduce handling of
sections by 50%. Plus, our precision molded product
can be easily shaped without the use of power tools.
You can say goodbye to tangled extension cords,
expensive power tools and messy cleanup.

The sugar cane used to produce Eco Raw® is a
sustainable resource and results in a carbon neutral
polyethylene. At the end of its life cycle, Turf Cushion®
is 100% recyclable and can be reclaimed and turned
into pellets for making everything from toys to
containers to forks.

